Long Life Prayer for the Very Venerable Mingyur Rinpoche

OM DE LEK SU GYUR CHIK
Om. May all be joyful and excellent!

RAB JAM GYAL WAI THUK KYE LE DRUB PA
O Orgyen, the second Buddha, who manifested due to the aspirations

OR GYEN SANG GYE NYI PE GE LEK TSOL
of the vast array of victorious ones, grant us all that is positive and excellent.

KYÖ KYI NAM ROL YONG KYI GE WAI SHE
I pray that your emanation, the consummate (YONG) spiritual (GE) friend,

MIN GYUR DOR JEI NGO WOR ZHAP TEN SOL
may live long, standing firmly within the unchanging (MINGYUR) vajra (DORJE) essence!

In response to the requests of students that I compose a concise longevity prayer for Mingyur Rinpoche, one who illuminates the teachings, I the Kunti Tai Situpa, wrote this on April 2, 2005. May virtue and excellence flourish!

Translation by Richard Barron (Chokyi Nyima)